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My background

• Born May 27, 1946, Springfield, MA
• Winchester, MA public schools
• Harvard BA, Physics, 1968
• One year at Arthur D. Little (RIP) as Physicist
• MIT Ph.D. Electrical Engineering, 1975
• MIT Lincoln Laboratory, PostDoc -> Staff Member
• Left LL in 1985 to start Research Division of Schwartz Electro-

Optics (SEO) in Concord, MA as VP, General Manager
• Later served on Board of SEO, and as Executive VP
• Involved in spin-out of Research Division as Q-Peak, Inc. in 1998, 

started as Senior VP and Chief Technology Officer
• Had brief tenure as President/CEO of Q-Peak
• Now serving as VP/CTO with new corporate owner



Q-Peak Background And History: 1985-1998

• Research Division of SEO, founded 1985
– Established to provide SEO with the latest in solid state laser technology, 

leveraging outside funding (soft money) as much as possible
– Initial business plan to do R&D and product development only, establish 

production and sales center in Orlando when appropriate (did so in 1987)
– Conducted Government (SBIR, other) commercial and internally funded 

R&D; SBIRs (> 22 Phase II programs) a large component
– Developed multi-wavelength, lamp-pumped lasers and Ti:sapphire lasers 

as scientific, medical and OEM products, cumulative sales nearly
$20 million for Solid State Laser Division in Orlando

– Developed key technology for LR-BSDS $40 million Government contract in 
Orlando

– Accumulated contract R&D sales through 1998: > $25 million
– Developed high-power, diode-pumped solid state laser as basis for new 

product line in mid-90’s, assumed role of both developer and 
sales/production center



Q-Peak Background And History: 1998-present

• Q-Peak spin-out, July 1, 1998, a subsidiary of SEO
– Identified a business opportunity in diode-pumped solid state lasers for 

commercial applications, and the need for added capital to effectively 
address this market

– Difficult to raise capital as a Division of SEO, so did spin-out
– Continued Government and commercial Contract R&D work and further 

developed a commercial business in diode-pumped lasers
– Q-Peak business plan not the correct profile for VC funding, so continued 

operations in bootstrap mode
– William Schwartz passed away, August 2000
– New SEO “management” put Q-Peak up for sale

• Acquired by Physical Sciences Inc. (Andover, MA) on October 15, 2001
– Continuing contract R&D work, custom product sales, limited production 

and developing partners for large-scale production of commercial lasers
– Establishing synergies with PSI in photonics areas



Q-Peak Sales History
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Physical space

• 135 South Road, 
Bedford MA

• 15,000 sq.ft. lab and 
office space on ground 
floor customized for 
laser development and 
production

• Room to expand 
manufacturing 
capabilities



People and Facilities

• Nine scientist/engineer staff with scientific/engineering degrees
(6 Ph.D.)

• Four support staff (mechanical design, techs, contracts and 
administration)

• PSI provides contract, HR, purchasing and accounting support
• Extensive lasers and optics instrumentation
• CAD design area
• Basic machine shop for prototyping



What is Q-Peak’s technology base?

• Solid state lasers
– Lamp and diode-pumped
– Specialty is cw-pumped, high-beam quality devices

• Nonlinear optics
– Driven by solid state lasers to shift wavelengths up and down

• Skills used to advance technology
– Optical and laser engineering, materials science, electronic, 

thermal and mechanical engineering
– In some cases on the boundary of science and engineering



What is Q-Peak’s customer base?

• Customers of Q-Peak’s technology and products:
– Department of Defense: Advanced laser radar, active remote 

sensing systems, chemical weapons sensors
– NASA: Advanced lasers for altimetry, precision ground-

satellite ranging, aircraft and space-based sensing of winds 
and atmospheric species

– Defense contractors: Advanced lasers for next-generation 
weapons systems, remote sensing

– Industry: Lasers for precision machining, non-destructive 
testing, semiconductor manufacture and testing

– Science: Systems for atmospheric monitoring, spectroscopy
– Future: Lasers for medicine, advanced visual simulators and 

full-color displays



Distribution of customers

• From 1985 through the end of 2000, the accumulated level of 
funding at Q-Peak for Contract R&D totaled $33 million. A 
breakdown of Contract R&D bookings in that period shows that 
the bookings were distributed as follows:

• For FY03 to date, sales are 56% U.S. Government, 44% other

SBIR  Program
34%

Defense 
contractors

18%

U.S. Government
27%

Non-defense 
private sector

21%



Technical accomplishments:
Government and Aerospace

Ti:sapphire for DARPA/ONR SLCTi:sapphire for NASA LASE

DPSSL for Raytheon LADAREyesafe OPO for Army LR-BSDS



Technical accomplishments:
Commercial products

Titan CW, P, MLLaser 1-2-3

MPS Laser
Head

MPS Gain Module

MPS Lasers (early)



Dubious ventures

Commercial lidar systems

OEM medical lasers End-user medical lasers



Gleams in our eye: RGB OPO for Digital Cinema
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Lessons learned

• Living on soft money – what’s different?
• The SBIR Program
• Accounting
• People
• Markets and competition
• Business is tricky

Some if not all of the observations to follow may seem obvious or 
trite, but they have been learned from experience, not books



Living on soft money – what’s different?

• “Traditional” R&D groups
– Live off the sales of a money-making company or
– Operate under a venture investment with a short fuse

• Q-Peak has done company-funded R&D, but most of the revenues 
are from outside the company – similar to any product company, 
so:
– What’s the product? Research and development
– What makes up sales? High-priced labor and materials
– What’s the deliverable? Reports, prototype hardware, custom 

systems
• Challenges in a contract-R&D operation

– Short “product” cycles, must continually re-invent, probably 
much more so than in an academic environment

– How to market (Government easier than Industry)



The SBIR Program

• SBIR – Small Business Innovation Research
• Funded by  a “tax” on R&D funds for all the major Government 

agencies that fund R&D (NIH, DoD, NASA, DoE, DoC)
• Phase I, II, III structure ($60-100K, $250-750K, ??)
• Government agencies list topics, with varying degrees of 

specificity, and small companies (< 500 employees) respond
• Highly competitive and effective means for Government to get 

R&D accomplished, in some cases the only way
• Naïve view of commercialization, many VCs view SBIR funding as 

contraindication for investment
• The path to commercialization is likely much more complex and 

oblique than the program intends – and many topics (DoD
especially) have questionable commercial utility

• Q-Peak is considered a success in commercialization, as much of 
the technology in its products has a connection to SBIR work



Accounting

• Goal of business is:  $Profits = $Sales - $Costs > 0
• Any questions?
• Consider business a game, where money keeps score

– Faulty accounting, faulty score
• For all but the smallest business, make sure there is a competent 

accountant on board, one who can handle sales growth gracefully
• Government-funded work requires proper accounting, but this is 

no more burdensome than the requirements for any competent 
business operation

• For R&D funding, profit margins are small, so good accounting is
crucial in managing operations

• The profit statement may be the score, but businesses run on 
cash, and make sure you appreciate this! Your accountant better!



People: 1

• Managing people is critical and is some combination of reward 
and frustration

• For Q-Peak, the majority of the staff is highly educated and self-
motivated
– My approach has been to try and make sure the staff has the 

tools and information to get the job done, and step aside from 
micro-management

– Job satisfaction (according to surveys) is highly correlated 
with:

• challenging opportunities at work
• minimum sustained stress (work vs. home)
• good management
• being rewarded fairly for the work
• adequate freedom and authority to do the job



People: 2

• Education is important, but so is proven performance
• In hiring, look at frequency of job changes

– Former employers may be unwilling to speak ill
– “Would you hire this person again?”

• There has been a real reduction in US citizens getting degrees in 
hard sciences, so find a good immigration lawyer

• Beware in a growing business of some staff not being able to 
grow as the job changes

• “Nobody ever complained of firing somebody too soon”
• Small businesses can be very dependent on a few key employees 

– be aware of mortality and have a succession plan



Markets and competition

• Q-Peak has developed products to address certain markets and 
also been involved in selling into these markets

• Accurate forecasts about markets (timing, size, acceptable 
pricing) are challenging, especially for new technologies
– Great, innovative technology alone does not yield sales

• Large companies, with established and active sales forces, have 
an advantage in gaining market intelligence by close interaction
with customers – but even they can make whopping big mistakes

• Patent protection can be a blessing or a curse
– VC funding success may hinge on IP
– But, some companies become frozen by their IP
– Innovation from competition may increase the overall market 

for the technology



Business is tricky

• “Prediction is very difficult, especially about the future.”
– Niels Bohr (1885-1962) (or maybe Yogi Berra, or Dan Quayle)

• Despite the simplicity of the goal (Profits) running any successful 
and growing business is a challenge
– Often work with imperfect or non-existent information on 

markets, people, technology
– External events (bubbles, recessions, wars) can help or hinder 

and are out of your control
– Have to attend to sales and costs simultaneously, and they 

may be in conflict. Neglect either at your risk.
– One year of bad decisions/management can destroy a 

company built up from years of hard work. Businesses are 
fragile creatures

• But, building/running a business can be an intellectually and 
sometimes financially gratifying vocation. Many thrive at it!
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